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Mountain,
nature,
open air
activities
Along with the sea, the mountain is a valuable resource
of the “teramano” territory and is by far one of the
preferred tourist destinations.
Our new “integrated tourism” strategy has improved
the quality and type of services we offer, allowing us to
give you an opportunity to fully “live the mountain” the
entire year round.
Besides the “traditional” sports like alpine Skiing,
snowboarding and cross-country skiing, other
activities have been added such as: telemarking,
snowshoe excursions and ski-mountaineering,
more and more popular on both the Gran Sasso and
Laga mountains.
In the summertime you can also engage in trekking,
mountain climbing and sport climbing or
horseback trekking, cyclotourism and mountain
biking in addition to new activities just waiting to be
discovered such as nordic walking, orienteering and
various educational activities for the kids.
The tourism offer is completed by the presence
of protected natural areas, both excellent and
beautiful, among which there is the Gran Sasso and
Laga Mountain National Park (Parco Nazionale Gran
Sasso e Monti della Laga).
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Val Maone

the gran sasso
The Gran Sasso d’Italia is the mountain symbol of
Abruzzo.
It is a place of pristine beauty full of enchanting
countryside varying between sharp mountain
cliffs and beautiful glaciers. Worthy of note is
the Calderone basin, Europe’s southernmost
glacier.
The calcium rock massif has many alpine
characteristics: large rock walls, saddles and

passes, ledges and pinnacles. All this makes
the area a unique and ideal destination for both
mountaineers and excursionists.
The Corno Grande, with its 2,914 meters in altitude
is the highest peak of the Appenine mountains.
The Gran Sasso, from the Teramo side, looks very
much like a large sleeping giant, hence its romantic
name “Il gigante che dorme” (the sleeping giant).
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the laga
mountains
The Laga Mountains are “enchanted” with their
green, lush, wild and uncontaminated nature. The
visitor will stand in awe of the rich forests, green
high plains and above all the water that flows
abundantly from the many torrents, streams and
waterfalls.
The mountains are of marly-arenaceous nature and
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extend through the provinces of Teramo, L’Aquila,
Rieti and Ascoli. The highest peak in the chain
is Monte Gorzano at 2,458 meters in the great
outdoors.
Many attractions are available for trekking and
horseback riding enthusiasts or for anyone looking
for a vacation with a close contact with nature.

Ph. Angelini

the gemelli
mountains
The Montagna di Campli (Campli Mountain)
and the limestone Montagna dei Fiori (Flower
Mountain), make up the Monti Gemelli chain, so
called because of their morphological and visual
perception that makes the two mountains seem
like “twins”.
The highest peaks are mount Girella (1,814 meters)
on Montagna dei Fiori and mount Foltrone (1,718
meters) on the Montagna di Campli.

The two mountains are traversed by the Salinello
river that has dug an impressive canyon throughout
the centuries, thanks to a geological discontinuity
and powerful tectonic movements.
The Gole del Salinello (Salinello Gorge) are
witness to a rich history as shown by the numerous
caves and ravines. Pagan and religious rituals were
performed here. The Grotte di Sant’Angelo (Saint
Angelo’s Caves) and the hermitages of Santa Maria
Scalena and San Francesco are well known and
visited.
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winter activities
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Prati di Tivo
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skiing
Alpine skiing is widely practiced on the teramano
Gran Sasso, specifically in the historic areas of Prati
di Tivo and Prato Selva.
A third area, Monte Piselli, is in San Giacomo, on
Montagna dei Fiori.
Prati di Tivo
Easily reachable from the little and enchanting
village of Pietracamela, the resort of Prati di Tivo is
settled at the foot of the northern side of the Corno
Piccolo, the most “elegant” peak of the Gran Sasso.
From the square in Prati we can take one of the lifts
available: one four-seat chairlift, one two-seat
chairlift and two ski lifts are at our disposal.
Since the 2009/2001 season, there is a new
combined lift available (8 seat cable car and
4-seat chairlift) that climbs up to 2,000 meters at
the Madonnina area.
These lifts service over 15 kilometers of ski runs
of various difficulty, of which 8 have artificial
snow systems.
The resort is equipped with a panoramic
circuit of cross country trails, 4 km long and
full of itineraries for off-course skiing and ski
mountaineering.
Hospitality
There are seven hotels and other structures in the
area.

Ph. Gran Sasso Teramano s.p.a.
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Prati di Tivo

How to get there
You can reach the area from Teramo (40km) and
from the Giulianova exit from the A14 highway
(58km) in the direction of Montorio al Vomano.
From L’Aquila you can reach the resort through the
Gran Sasso tunnel and Montorio (71km).
Information
www.pratiditivo.it
info@pratiditivo.it
Ski Lifts
+39 0861.959605
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Gran Sasso Italian Ski School
+39 0861.959604 - +39 348.9312989
www.scuolascigransasso.it
info@scuolascigransasso.it
Prati di Tivo Italian Ski School
+39 0861.959721 - +39 348.7004017
www.scuolascipratiditivo.it
info@ scuolascipratiditivo.it
Prato Selva
At the foot of mount Corvo, surrounded by a splendid
forest, this small resort at 1,400 meters offers
ski lovers some of the longest runs of the massif.
The ski runs are serviced by a chairlift up to Colle

Ph. Gran Sasso Teramano s.p.a.

Prato Selva

Abetone at 1,800 meters, by the Ginestra chairlift
and a moving walkway. There is also a snow park
and a boarder cross that make Prato Selva the ideal
destination for snowboard enthusiasts.
The resort is also indicated for cross country
skiing and ski mountaineering thanks to safe and
convenient paths.
Hospitality
There is a refuge in Prato Selva and it is possible to
park RVs in the large parking area. There are also
two B&Bs a room rental and an agriturismo in the
area of the Village of Fano Adriano.
How to get there
You can reach the area from Teramo (40km) and

from the Giulianova exit from the A14 highway
(58km) in the direction of Montorio al Vomano.
From L’Aquila you can reach the resort through
the Gran Sasso tunnel and Montorio (71km).
Info
www.pratoselva.it
info@pratoselva.it
Ski Lifts
+39 0861.95434
Ski School
+39 349.8691838 - +39 347.7143970
ale1077@virgilio.it
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Monte Piselli
A short distance from Ascoli Piceno, still on
teramano territory, the ski runs of Monte Piselli
unfold on the northern side of the Montagna dei
Fiori, on the border between Marche and Abruzzo.
The chairlift and the 3 ski lifts of the resort, as
well as two hotels in San Giacomo service the 5 km
of ski runs. The base of the lifts, at 1,105 meters,
can be reached from Ascoli Piceno (17km) or from
Teramo by traveling along the statale 81 and going
through Ripe (31km).
Info
Tourism Consortium COTUGE
+39 0861.930154 - +39 0736.251675
cotuge@tiscali.it

Ski
mountaineering
Ski mountaineering is more and more popular on
the teramano mountains.
Among the more favored itineraries on the Gran
Sasso we find the challenging climb that departs
from Prati di Tivo and by going through The Passo
delle Scalette and the Valle delle Cornacchie, brings
us to the western peak of the Corno Grande. There
is also the low crossing, that goes from Campo
Imperatore to Prati di Tivo and crosses Val Maone.
On the Laga Mountains the classic paths are
from Cesacastina to Monte Gorzano and from
Campotosto to Monte di Mezzo.
Ph. Gran Sasso Teramano s.p.a.
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summer activities
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Prati di Tivo
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trekking
The Gran Sasso
The territory of the Gran Sasso is ideal for anyone
who wants to take on high peaks and long
crossings.
The Central Massif
From the lovely village of Pietracamela there is an
enchanting path that crosses the lush valley of the
Rio Arno and arrives at the waterfalls and then
descends to Prati di Tivo.
It is from this area that a series of itineraries reach
into the heart of the Gran Sasso. A well known
path is the one that goes from the Arapietra and
brings us to the Madonnina, and climbs up further,
through the Vallone delle Cornacchie and ends at
the Franchetti Refuge.
This is the starting point for the other paths: a quick
walk to Sella dei Due Corni and from there the path
can lead us to the Calderone glacier, the Corno
Grande and Corno Piccolo.
From Prati di Tivo one can make the Campo
Imperatore Crossing, which follows the most
important road of communication between the
Teramo and L’Aquila sides of the mountain. You
cross Val Maone, one of the most enchanting
glacier valleys surrounded by very tall walls and
characterized by many ancient sheppard refuges,
caves and springs. You then continue on to Campo
Pericoli, where you can stop and rest at the

Rio Arno waterfall

Garibaldi Refuge and then reach Passo della
Portella in Campo Imperatore.
For the more expert excursionists the Gran Sasso
also offers wonderful rock climbing routes.
The beautiful Ventricini path starts from the
Madonnina, passes under the north wall of the
Corno Piccolo and the Tre Spalle (three shoulders)
and then climbs, with fixed ropes and stairs,
towards the Forcella del Belvedere and Vallone dei
Ginepri up to the access point the Corno Piccolo
normal path.
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The Western Chain
Val Maone is also the access point to other peaks
and valleys.
A short climb up a gravel canal at Sella dei
Grilli leads us to paths that bring us to Pizzo
Intermesoli and Pizzo Cefalone and to the lush
Valle del Venacquaro.
The trek to wild Monte Corvo begins in Prato
Selva ad crosses Colle Abetone and the
Del Monte Refuge.
Another enchanting itinerary is
the one that brings us from
Provvidenza Lake, in L’Aquila’s
territory, to the wonderful
Valle del Chiarino.
Ph. Iannetti

Another one is the Danesi Path that starts around
the Campanile Livia and descends from the Sella
dei Due Corni to the Vallone dei Ginepri. From
there you climb between small crests, ledges and
canals to arrive, with the help of metal ropes and
stairs, at the peak of the Corno Grande.
The Ricci path starts near the Franchetti Refuge.
After an easy climb up a large rocky ramp you find
yourself on the crest of the Northern wall of the
Corno Grande. From there begins the part of the
path equipped with a series of ropes and brings
us to the Eastern Peak of the Corno Grande
where you can admire a breathtaking view of the
teramano side.
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Rifugio Franchetti

Ph. M. Anselmi

The path to the Madonnina starts from Casale San
Nicola, a suburb of Isola del Gran Sasso. During
the climb you can admire the “Paretone”, the
imposing north wall of the Corno Grande, 2,500
meters high.
From the same little village unfolds the wild path
that leads you to the D’Arcangelo refuge and
Vado di Corno. Here begins the famous Centenario
path that ends at Fonte Vetica on the high plains
of Campo Imperatore after crossing the crests
of all the mountains of the eastern Gran Sasso
chain: mounts Brancastello, Infornace, Prena and
Camicia. In their deep valleys it is not uncommon to
encounter the Abruzzo Chamois. The challenging
path is well equipped with metal ropes and stairs
and is only for the more experienced and well
trained excursionists, especially if done in one day.

Ph. M. Anselmi

The Eastern Chain

Pizzo Intermesoli

In Isola, from Pian del Fiume, above the village
of Pretara, near a picnic area, more trails lead us
to the Ruzzo Falls and the hermitage of Santa
Colomba. More uphill, in Pagliara, there is the
simple path to the Castle of Pagliara and the long
and arduous trek to Monte Prena.
In conclusion there is a trail that departs from
Castelli and reaches the wonderful natural
amphitheater of Fondo della Salsa where one
can admire the north wall of Monte Camicia in all
its splendor.

Abruzzese sheppard
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The Laga Mountains
The Laga Mountain chain is the ideal destination
for the tourist who loves wild and little civilized
areas.
This region is the realm of the waters that flow
abundantly over this land. Uncountable springs and
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waterfalls that snake between the fresh beechwood
forests and wide open fields make these mountains
a unique place. The best period to go trekking is
from the spring to the beginning of summer.
From the Ceppo locality, famous for mushrooms, a
series of excursion paths begin. This includes the

path that crosses the century old beech Martese
forest and brings you to the enchanting Morricana
waterfall, with its 40 meters of height. There is
also the path that leads to Lago dell’Orso and
the wide open fields of Pizzo di Moscio and the
Cavata waterfalls.

Ph. G. Franchi

Ph. M. Anselmi

Laga Mountain chain

Cantagalli falls

From the borough of Padula we can take the trail
to the Cantagalli waterfalls. From here we can
continue on to Fosso della Cavata and reach the
Tordino springs and the Fiumata Refuge where
it is common to meet sheppards with their flocks in
the summer.
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Ph. G. Franchi

Cento Fonti

In Cortino, in the locality of Fonte Spugna, there
is a trail called the spruce pine trail (abetina)
and has some very wonderful century old white
spruce. Another path leads to Monte Bilanciere
from which we can admire a wonderful view of the
Gran Sasso.
A trail from Cesacastina brings the traveler to
Fosso dell’Acero and the enchanting Valle delle
Cento Fonti, a unique area where water flows over
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long slabs of sandstone and there are wonderful
springtime blossoms. Here, in the Sorgente
Mercurio area, one can see one of the frequent
wild boar groups that pass through.
Worthy of note is the crossing that from Frattoli
brings us to the lake of Campotosto after the climb
to Monte di Mezzo, where blueberries grow
plentifully.
We also suggest a trip to the many ancient
villages spread around the region, above all we
suggest Serra and Martese.

Ph. M. Anselmi

The Gemelli Mountains
The Gemelli mountains present a rich series of
enchanting treks and fascinating areas of wild
nature and rich history.
Montagna di Campli
From Battaglia di Campli you can access the
beautiful Valle degli Scoiattoli, the ideal
destination if you wish to engage in relaxing hikes.
The Balzi di Castiglione are spectacular, with
their sandstone rock walls where many people
engage in sport climbing.
A trail departs from the locality of Guazzano, on
the road to Macchia da Sole that brings the hiker
directly to the peak of Foltrone. Once you pass
the forest and enter the fields you can admire a
breathtaking panorama that reaches the sea.
The locality of Acquachiara is fascinating and is
reachable from the village of Magnanella, which is
equipped with a picnic area.
Montagna dei Fiori
An excursion path starts from Ripe, where we can
admire a beautiful view of the Civitella Fortress
and brings us into the Gorge of the Salinello and
the Caves of Sant’Angelo. From here, if we take
the high trail we can continue into the hermitage
of San Francesco alle Scalelle or we can arrive
up to the ruins of Castel Manfrino, a medieval
military construction.

Caciare

From the Casermette a trekking trail leads you
towards the “caciare”, huts built of rock and used
in the past as refuge for shepherds. From here we
can continue to the peak of the mount Girella below
which there is a small lake.
Other huts are in San Giacomo, near the border of
the province of Ascoli, where there is a nice path
that brings us to Monte Piselli.
In Macchia da Sole, besides the easy hike that
goes to Castel Manfrino, you can also find the
trail that leads to the hermitage of Sant’Angelo
in Volturino. The access point is from the Corano
cross on the road to San Vito.
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mountain
climbing
Mountain climbing is a widely practiced sport both
in summer and in winter.
The mountain chain has many fascinating paths
like the climb to the central peak via the north wall
of the Corno Grande, the climb to the western
peak from the fork of the Calderone or as far as
the Corno Piccolo is concerned, the north wall,
by means of the via Florio, and the north-east crest.
It is possible for you to experience the “great
classics” of the mountain climb like the via degli
Aquilotti, the Gervasutti, the Fiamme di Pietra, the
Vecchiaccio. Other fascinating and challenging
routes are on Pizzo Intermesoli.

Ph. Iannetti

There are, finally, the great alpine paths, which are
difficult and only for the few expert mountaineers,
like via Jannetta that climbs until 2,500 meters
of altitude on the Paretone, reaching the top of
the eastern peak and still, the almost inaccessible
north wall of Monte Camicia.
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To be able to appreciate fully the history of
mountaineering on the Gran Sasso, we suggest
a trip to the Museo dell’Alpinismo (Alpinism
Museum) in Pietracamela, in the visitor’s center of
the Gran Sasso and Laga Mountains National Park.

sport climbing

San Vito

If you wish to practice this activity the teramano
mountains offer many possibilities. You can go to
Pietracamela’s rock climbing gym operated by
the Aquilotti del Gran Sasso, located in Vena
dell’Aschiero in Prati di Tivo, near the old campsite.
You can also practice climbing in Civitella del
Tronto, near the enchanting travertine cliff right
below the bourbon fortress and in San Vito in Valle
Castellana, in Pretara and in Isola del Gran Sasso
or in Arsita.
High Altitude Refuges
Rifugio Franchetti - 2.433 mt.
Location: Vallone delle Cornacchie
+39 0861.959634 - +39 333.2324474
www.rifugiofranchetti.it
lucamazzoleni@rifugiofranchetti.it
Rifugio Duca degli Abruzzi - 2.388 mt.
Location: Cresta della Portella
+39 347.9309946
www.rifugioducadegliabruzzi.it
Rifugio Garibaldi - 2.231 mt.
Location: Campo Pericoli
+39 347.6106450
info@vagamonti.it
Cai L’Aquila +39 0862.24342

Ph. P. Sabbatini
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Small Refuges and camps

Other Refuges

Bivacco Bafile - 2669 mt.
Location: Cresta Sud-Est,
central peak Corno Grande
Accessible by alpine path - alwais open.

Rifugio delle Guide - 1450 mt.
Location: Prati di Tivo
+39 333.3647557
rifugiodelleguide@virgilio.it

Rifugio D’Arcangelo - 1665 mt.
Location: Vado di Corno
CAI Isola +39 0861.975450 +39 331.2485773

Rifugio Prato Selva - 1400 mt.
Location: Prato Selva
+39 0861.95434
info@pratoselva.it

Rifugio del Monte - 1614 mt.
Location: Fosso del Monte
Comune di Fano Adriano +39 0861.95124
Cai Teramo +39 0861.245262

Ph. M. Anselmi

Rifugio della Fiumata - 1.750 mt.
Location: Sorgenti del Tordino
Comune di Cortino +39 0861.64112

Gran Sasso Mountain chain
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Maps
Gran Sasso: CAI “Gran Sasso d’Italia” carta dei
sentieri - scala 1:25.000 - Selca.
Monti della Laga: CAI “Monti della Laga” carta
dei sentieri - scala 1:25.000 - Selca.
Monti Gemelli: Montagna dei Fiori - Montagna di
Campli - scala 1:25000 - Selca.

Alpine guides and mid-mountain guides

Club Alpino Italiano

www.guidealpineabruzzo.it

Teramo www.caiteramo.it
Castelli www.caicastelli.it
Arsita www.caiarsita.it
Isola del Gran Sasso www.caiisola.it
Pietracamela www.caipietracamela.it

Mountain Education School
Mountain Evolution
+39 347.7661126
www.mountainevolution.com
mountainevolution@gmail.com
Environmental Excursion School

Alpine Search & Rescue
800-258239

Gran Sasso Guide
+39 085.8006046 +39 333.2819994
www.gransassoguide.it
segreteria@gransassoguide.it
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The Prato Selva Bike Park
Besides skiing, the resort of Prato Selva is also well
known for biking. The first Bike park of central
Italy was inaugurated, offering both free-ride and
down hill options. With the equipped chairlift you
can go directly up to Colle Abetone. From here you
can throw yourself downhill and descend to the
base station. For the classic practice of the sport, 4
paths are available, as well as bike and equipment
rentals.
During the summer season many events for biking
are organized.
www.pratoselva.it
info@pratoselva.it

mountain biking
It is possible to practice this sport more or less
everywhere: in the mountains as well as the hills
with itineraries that unwind through convenient
and numerous dirt paths.
The Gran Sasso
From Prati di Tivo the enchanting but challenging
route begins and eventually brings us to the Rio
Arno Falls descending to Pietracamela. The
path that leads down from this village to that of
Intermesoli is also beautiful. Prato Selva is rich
with opportunities for the tourist who visits it.
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The Prati di Tivo Mountain Bike School
In Prati there is a school with F.C.I. Mountain
Bike and off-road cycling. Instructors who organize
excursions not only in the area but also in all the
province.
The school also has a well-equipped training
course where practical exercises can be done
to learn the basic techniques of mountain biking.
The area is equipped with a slalom and obstacle
courses as well as jumps. Bike rental is possible.
+39 340.1621147
www.gransassomtb.it
info@gransassomtb.it

Prato Selva
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The Laga Mountains
One of the preferred destinations by bikers is the
locality of Ceppo, in the town of Rocca Santa Maria.
A well known itinerary is the one that reaches the
Morricana Waterfalls by following the long and
flat cart road through the cool Martese forest. At
the end of the road there are some ups and downs
that bring us to the waterfalls with a bit of an effort.
Another enchanting trek is on the trail that brings
the traveler, after a continuous and slight incline,
to the fields of Lago dell’Orso. From here one can
admire the wonderful scenery of the Cavata Falls
and Pizzo di Moscio.
Both paths are dirt roads and the starting points are
near the campsite. Finally, the Crognaleto ring is
worth a try. From Aprati on the s.s.80 (state road)
you take the road that climbs 10km to Cesacastina.
Once in the village you take a beautiful cart road
that runs through patches of forest and quaint
clearings, until Colle della Pietra, finally descending
to the village of Altovia. Here a paved road begins
and brings us to Cortino, then Crognaleto and
descends to link up with the state road 80.
The Gemelli Mountains

Prato Selva
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You must not miss the climb to Pietrastretta. From
Roiano (Campli) take the road to Acquachiara. After
a nice 6 km climb to the Rifugio delle Aquile,
you can access the dirt road that ascends to the
Pietrastretta pass where you can enjoy a truly
breathtaking, 360° view of the province. From this
point begins the long descent to Piano Maggiore.
Once you arrive at the village take the road that

road cycling
The Teramo province has been home many times to
the Giro d’Italia and the Tirreno-Adriatico races
and offers numerous itineraries. From the Gran
Sasso to the Laga Mountains, from the Tordino and
Vomano valley to the soft rolling hills of Val Vibrata
near the sea, you only have to choose which paths
to take.

Ph. Archivio De Marcellis - Camillini

passes through Macchia da Sole and ends up on
the s.s. 80 and back to the starting point.

The Gran Sasso
In order to fully enjoy the Gran Sasso’s countryside,
we suggest the “ring” that starts from Montorio
al Vomano. Start on the S.S. 80 (state road 80),
the old road to Rome that the Park Authority has
recently turned into the Main Road with a series
of equipped rest areas and they have converted
the old road maintenance buildings into hospitality
structures and restaurants. We continue along the
cool and shady High Vomano Valley where we
can bike even during the scorching summer days.
After passing the Piaganini dam we come upon the
intersection to Prati di Tivo. Here we begin our 15
km climb with an altitude difference of about 1000
meters and an average incline of 7% that continues
up until the foot of the Gran Sasso. After a well
deserved break we return down to Pietracamela
and take the road that leads us to Fano Adriano.
Once we arrive at the village, the road brings us
back to the state road 80 and back to the starting
point of Montorio.
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The Laga Mountains
This itinerary allows us to better discover the Laga
Mountains. It starts in Teramo and goes to Ceppo.
You start by taking the road to Torricella Sicura
and continue in the direction of Rocca Santa
Maria. The uphill road is easily cyclible and gives
us a view of the Laga Mountain chain and the Gran
Sasso. Once we arrive in Rocca we must continue
on towards Ceppo. The road allows us to dive deep
into a cool beech forest.
We depart again using the same road. Right after
Paranesi take the fork in the road towards Tevere
and we will enter into the silent and wonderful
Valle del Tordino. After passing through the
villages of Riano, Agnova and Elce the road inclines
slightly until Pagliaroli. From here we take the
road back to Teramo where the “ring” closes.

the inhabited area of San Vito. We then go onwards
to Cesano and go along the provincial road that
follows along side the artificial lake of Talvacchia
and eventually brings us to Valle Castellana.
Having arrived in the village we take the road that
passes by Macchia da Sole and then back to the
state road 81, and therefore also Teramo.

The Gemelli Mountains

Gran Fondo Gran Sasso d’Italia
Distance Race: Tour around the Gran Sasso d’Italia
July - Montorio al Vomano
www.girodelgransasso.it

A particularly fascinating trail is the one that goes
to San Giacomo. We depart from Teramo going
along the state road 81 to Ascoli up to the fork to
Piano Risteccio. Here begins the challenging
climb to San Giacomo with a road incline above
12% in some points. Along the road we can enjoy an
excellent view of Civitella and Val Vibrata. Once we
arrive, we can continue on down a steep descent to
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Events
Ciclilaga
Event for bike tourists and bike amateurs
June - Teramo - www.ciclilaga.it
Dove osano le aquile
Amateur timed uphill cycle race at Monte Tre Croci
June - Campli - www.ruotalibera.freetools.it

Gran Fondo Città di Colonnella
Distance Race
July - Colonnella
www.granfondocolonnella.it
Info
www.abruzzoinbici.it

Ph. Archivio De Marcellis - Camillini
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horseback
trekking
The territory of Teramo offers numerous itineraries
to the horse enthusiast. Besides the relaxing
rides in the country and wild trekking on the Laga
mountains, one can enjoy the marvelous scenery of
the Gran Sasso by riding along the Park Horse Trail.
The Gran Sasso d’Italia Horse Trail
The Gran Sasso Horse Trail is the longest in Italy. It
is a 300 km long trail that snakes around the Gran
Sasso Massif, the provinces of Teramo, Pescara
and L’Aquila. The trail is made up of paths, white
stone roads and mule trails that traverse hills,
high plains and high altitude locations, forests and
medieval hamlets. The entire crossing is made up
of different trails and is full of many crossroads
and shorter circuits. It takes a couple of days and a
fairly good preparation to accomplish.
Along the way there are well-equipped rest
areas and places to eat. There is also a new
innovative system of signs that indicate the
various natural, architectural and gastronomical
information of the area. There are also various
structures to allow the horses to rest along the
way, such as farms and guest rooms with stables.
A number of the paths along the Horse Trail can be
followed on mountain bike or on foot as well as on
horseback.
www.gransassolagapark.it
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Equestrian Centers
“Monte Fanum” Equestrian Association
S.P. 48 - Torricella Sicura
+39 0861.247394 - +39 338.9308868
www.montefanum.it
presidente@unmil.it
“Team Horse” Sport Association
Frazione San Pietro ad Lacum
Varano Alto (TE)
+39 329.2670257 - +39 328.6260800
www.ponyclub.teramo.it
info@ponyclub.teramo.it
“La Frontiera” Amateur Sport Association
Poggio Cono (TE) - Pietracamela
+39 328.6553240
cavalieresolitario58@libero.it
“Equi Club Vomano” Equestrian Circle
Via Ferrari, 30 - Montorio al Vomano
+39 0861.591215 - +39 347.7553739
dario.nibid@tele2.it
Fattoria Cerreto
C.da Colle Cacio, Mosciano Sant’Angelo
+39 085.8069119
www.hotelcerreto.it
River Ranch
Via Collerenti, Bellante
+39 348.38.36.465
www.riverranch.it
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recreational
activities
Prati di Tivo Adventure Park
Since 2008 Prati di Tivo has become home to an
Adventure Park. Open to both children and adults,
the park contains 4 different courses made up of
suspended structures that allow the visitor to walk
from tree to tree in absolute safety. There is also
equipment and a structure for sport climbing.
+39 348.3836465
www.pratiditivopark.it
info@indianapark.it

environmental
education
Pacha Mama Co-operative · WWF Teramo
Pacha Mama creates environmental education
projects for school groups, “green” weeks in the
National parks, camps in the protected natural
areas, natural photography internships and marine
camps.
Prati di Tivo
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+39 0861.212715
www.pachamamateramo.it
pachamama@katamail.com

Ph. M. Caprioni

Prati di Tivo, Cima alta

Scuola Verde - Legambiente Teramo
The Scuola Verde (green school) is an environmental
education Center in San Pietro near Isola del Gran
Sasso and is part of the Legambiente national
network.
The school is equipped with a residential building
which is open all year round to groups, associations,
single researchers and Park visitors.
It is also possible to partake in the activities of
environmental research and teaching, teaching
laboratories and natural guided visits.
The Eco-museum “Centro per le Acque del Parco
Nazionale Gran Sasso - Laga” is also present in
San Pietro.
+39 0861.212715
+39 335.1048318
www.scuolaverde.com
info@scuolaverde.com

Ph. I. Melarangelo
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protected natural areas
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Gran Sasso, central massif

www.riserveabruzzo.it

gran sasso and laga
mountains
national park
Within its boundaries there are 150.000 hectares
of protected land, 3 regions (Abruzzo, Lazio,
Marche), 5 provinces (L’Aquila, Teramo, Pescara,
Ascoli Piceno, Rieti) and 44 towns.
These statistics make the Gran Sasso and Monti
della Laga National Park Europe’s largest
protected area. This is a territory that presents
the visitor an extraordinary variety in animal and
plant life and truly unique ecosystems and view due
to its peculiar geological characteristics.
The Park is home to about 2,600 plant species,

including 3 areas where the adonis vernalis now
extinct in the rest of Italy, grows. It is also home to
a variety of animals, many of which are the symbols
of Abruzzo: the wolf, the Royal Eagle and the
Chamois of Abruzzo to name a few. The Chamois
is a native species only to the Appenine area and
there are over 350 specimens present.
This natural wonder begins from the majestic peaks
of the Gran Sasso d’Italia Chain and then flows
naturally into prairies, high plains, forests which
all seem to integrate themselves naturally into man
made settlements.
Info
+39 0862.60521
www.gransassolagapark.it
promozione@gransassolagapark.it
Ph. www.gransassolagatrek.it

From the peaks of the Gran Sasso d’Italia to the
sea the visitor is immersed in a territory rich with
diverse ecosystems. These include a National
Park (Gran Sasso and Laga Mountains), three
regional natural reserves (Calanchi in Atri,
Castel Cerreto, Borsacchio), two territorial parks
(Fiumetto River, Vomano River), a coastal biotope
(Martinsicuro) and a protected marine area
(Torre di Cerrano).
The province of Teramo’s love for green areas is
confirmed also by the presence of a 30 km bicycle
and pedestrian path that follows the coastline
and connects many coastal towns.

Abruzzo chamois
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The Reserve shows off one of the most fascinating
forms of the teramano countryside: the Calanchi,
true works of “natural architecture” also called
“bolge” or “scrimoni”.
The stern and imposing aspects of these geological
formations are given by the gradual erosion of the
clayey terrain, caused by past deforestation and
favored by the continued searing and scouring that
allow us to see many marine fossils.
The fauna and flora of the area are particularly rich.
They vary from the numerous species of mammals
and daytime predators, such as the kestrel of the
peregrine falcon to particular species of plants
such as the caper and the liquorice, produced and
refined in Atri since the 1800’s. In the valley bottom
there are wonderful specimens of the white
willow and poplar trees.
Created in 1995, the Riserva of the Calanchi di Atri
comprises about 380 hectares and, since 1999, is
also a WWF Oasis.
Info
Colle Della Giustizia - Atri
+39 085 8780088
www.riservacalanchidiatri.it
info@riservacalanchidiatri.it

Ph. A. De Ascentiis

the regional
natural reserve
wwf oasis
“calanchi di atri”

Calanchi
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the regional
natural reserve
“castel cerreto”

Info
Cooperativa Floema
Via Roma, 20 - Penna Sant’ Andrea
+39 0861.66195 +39 329.0528606
www.floema.org
FLOEMA03@coopfloema.191.it

Ph. C. Baiocco

Created in 1991, the Reserve is in the town of
Penna Sant’Andrea and develops along many
trails, equipped with rest areas and descriptive
panels explaining the forest ecosystem.
Some of these trails lead us to the pond and the
century old Turkey Oak, perhaps one of the most
important areas of the reserve.
Among the trees present in the forest we wish to
point out the turkey oak, the black hornbeam, the
wild maple and the laburnum. The presence of
water favors also the growth of the willow, the

white poplar and certain herbaceous plants such
as the tifa or the swamp reed.
The fauna found here, on the other hand, is
the normal type you would expect in a hillside
environment. Among the birds that nest here we
can find the blue tit, the green woodpecker and
the nuthatch. The buzzard, the kestrel and the
sparrowhawk (symbol of the reserve) are among
the daytime predators, while at night you can
observe the brown owl and the common owl. Inside
the Reserve there is a guest house (with a kitchen
and 10 beds) and an Environmental Education
Center that can hold about 30 people.

Sparrowhawk
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Created in 1990 and managed by the Town of
Colledara, the Park contains over 80 hectares of
land between the Sazza torrent and Fosso San
Paolo. The area offers a wonderful mix of nature,
art and architecture. Inside, as a matter of fact,
one can visit the enchanting medieval hamlet of
Castiglione della Valle.
Willows and poplars are among the plant
species here, but we can also find more
thermophile species like the roverella, the turkey
oak and the black hornbeam.
The area is also rich in wildlife, with the presence
of bird like the green woodpecker, the spider
catcher and the barn owl and mammals such as the
badger, the beech marten and the skunk.
Inside the park we can walk along the botanical
path. This is an easy educational trail, equipped
with signs and 4 thematic showcases regarding the
rivers vegetation.
Fiumetto River also has a Visitors’ Center that
functions as both a greeting and information
point and a teaching laboratory. Inside there is a
herbal book containing all the wood species of
the reserve, an insectarium, a xylothèque and
a thematic showcase on the fauna of the Reserve.
Info
Comune di Colledara
+39 0861.698551 +39 085.4212759
g.odorisio@coopsiat.com

Ph. I. Melarangelo

“fiume fiumetto”
equipped
territorial park

Mixed forest
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Vomano river

“fiume vomano”
equipped
territorial park
The reserve was created in 1995 near Montorio al
Vomano to maintain the fluvial habitat of the mid
section of the Vomano River. With 335 hectares of
territory, it is one of the largest reserves of its kind
in Abruzzo.
At the top part of the protected area, the river flows
between walls of sandstone rock, modeled by the
erosive force of the water. Along the riverbed there
are small formations of white and black poplar, red
willow, hornbeam, maple and hazel trees, while
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the rock walls are home to small groups of holm
oak.
Among the indigenous mammals we find the
hedgehog, the badger, the southern squirrel, the
fox, the beech marten and the wild boar. As far as
birds are concerned, the reserve is home to the
peregrine falcon, the bee eater, the water blackbird
and the river nightingale.
The water fauna is represented by the chub,
the barbel, the vairone and the uncommon south
European roach.
The best periods to visit the reserve are spring and
autumn.
Info
Comune di Montorio al Vomano
+39 0861.598669
urbanistica@comune.montorio.te.it
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salinello gorge
An ex regional natural reserve, this area is now
included in the Gran Sasso and Laga Mountains
National Park. The Gorge extends over 800
hectares along a narrow gorge where the Salinello
river flows, between the Montagna di Campli and
the Montagna dei Fiori.
It is an area rich in water springs, also of a sulfur
and ferrous nature, waterfalls, streams, lakes and
caves, among which we wish to point out Grotte di
Sant’Angelo.
The natural heritage is quite considerable:
beechwood, oak and chestnut forests, roverella,
hazel, holm oak and manna ash trees, green flowery
fields full of primulas and speckled orchids.
Worthy of note is the variety and rarity of the
wildlife, made up of badgers, squirrels, dormice,
weasels, beech martens, wild boars and even
chamois and roe just recently re-introduced.
Above the mountain peaks is the home of the royal
eagle, the sparrowhawk, the peregrine falcon,
the kestrel and the Greek partridge, while among
the tree branches it is not uncommon to encounter
spider catchers, black chickadees, bullfinches,
green finches and a few nocturnal predators such
as the brown owl or the common owl. Finally, inside
the reserve life the rare italian cave salamander,
a small and timid amphibious creature who loves
caves and nooks.
Info
Comune di Civitella del Tronto
+39 0861-918321
Salinello Gorge
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Provincia di Teramo - Assessorato al Turismo
Tel. +39 0861 242955 - turismo@provincia.teramo.it
http://turismo.provincia.teramo.it

